The SX Aluminum carrying case has compartmentalized spaces that are designed to store the following articles.

1. SPHINX equatorial mount (The SX carrying case is compatible with the SXW and SXC mounts.)
2. STAR BOOK controller
3. Counterweight 1.9x1 and Counterweight 3.7x1 (or 2.8kg x1 or 1.9kg x2)
4. STAR BOOK cable and various small articles
5. Manuals and/or booklets that are fit for the inner wall pocket

【Store the SPHINX mount and accessory parts as shown in the photo.】
Photo 1: Shows an example of storing the SXW mount and accessory parts in the SX carrying case.
Photo 2: A pocket on the uncovered inner wall of the lid (covered with polyurethane originally) to store manuals and/or booklets.

■ Storing the SXW mount
Keep the SXW mount in the same configuration and position as shown in the photo 1 when you store it in the SX carrying case. The mount cannot be housed in the SX carrying case except the correct position. Loosen the RA clamp and the Decl clamp on the mount before you store in the SX carrying case to prevent the gears from being damaged by a shock during transportation.

■ Storing the SXC mount
Make sure that the dovetail tube-plate lock screw in the head of the SXC mount is put on the right side of the declination axis. Drive the mount until it comes in the same configuration as shown in the photo or remove the dovetail tube-lock screw to store the mount in place. Loosen the RA clamp on the mount before you store in the SX carrying case to prevent the gears from being damaged by a shock during transportation.

■ Place the STAR BOOK as its front side turns in the direction of the handle of the SX carrying case, it can protect the screen of the STAR BOOK from touching the inner polyurethane wall and helps avoid scratching the screen.